
EuropeLive LARP 
The Fall of Ancien Régime 

 
Suggested number of players: 25-30 
 
Playing time: 150 min. 
 
Materials and props:  
- Character cards 
- Nametags 
- Voting schedule 
- Voting cards 
- 2 voting urns 
- Bomb elements (a bomb picture cut up into 5 parts) 
- Ribbons in 3 colors (15 red, 7 white, 8 blue) 
- (optional) period costumes  
- (optional) a computer and a projector; a karaoke version of  'Do You Hear the People 
Sing' song from the musical Les Misérables 
 
Scene preparations: 
- Players need 2 rooms - one representing the Tennis Court where the discussions take 
place and a second one (the voting room) 
- Tennis Court should be bigger and empty for a large group discussion 
- Place the Voting Schedule in a prominent spot in the Tennis Court 
- Place the voting urns in the voting room 
 
 Player preparations: 
- Each player takes a character card and a matching nametag 
- Each player takes a ribbon in the color of their Estate (Clergy a white one, Nobility blue 
and Commoners red) and use them as wristbands, armbands, scarves etc., so their estate 
is apparent for other players 
- Game Master introduces the game story shortly 
- Players have 10 minutes to get to know their characters  
- Players are separated into 2 rooms (Commoners begin in the Tennis Court and Clergy 
and Nobility in the voting room) 
 
Special characters:  
In this larp there are a few special characters, Conspirators and Investigators. Review 
character cards, remember and recognize them when they are distributed. 
 
Conspirators are dedicated to blow up a bomb during the larp's finale (reading of the 
Constitution or the beginning of the Revoultion). None know any of the other 
conspirators, so far they've been working in secret; their task is to find each other using 
passwords only they know.  
 
Each Conspirator should very discreetly receive a piece of a bomb from the Game 
Master.  



 
Investigators are the king’s agent that try to stop the conspiracy. They have to observe 
the crowd and towards the end of the game (roughly when the Third Vote takes place, 
see below), give the Game Master a list of 6 names of deputies who will be arrested. 
 
The Game: 
The game is divided into phases: 
 
Phase 1. Estates Divided (15 min.) 
- A brief discussion of pressing issues among separated estates 
- At the end of this phase all players come together in the Tennis Court 
 
Phase 2. Disputation (45 min.)  
- time to discuss all the issues, find allies, listen to arguments  
- can be a bunch of private conversations where players convince one another to vote 
their way  
 
Phase 3. First Vote (20 min.) 
- Players vote on the freedom of speech and freedom of religion 
- Players vote using voting cards 
- Estates enter the voting room separately; first the Clergy, then Nobility and then 
Commoners 
- Clergy and Nobility cast their votes into the same urn, Commoners to the other one  
- After each estate voted, it returns to the Tennis Court to have a short moment to 
discuss the vote with the others before... 
 
- Phase 4. Second Vote (20 min.) 
- Players vote whether authority comes from God and on the separation of powers 
- Players vote using voting cards 
- Voting structure looks similar to the First Vote (estates vote separately, there are two 
urns etc.)  
- After the vote, players return to the discussion before... 
 
Phase 5. Third Vote (10 min.) 
- Voting on equality for women, abolition of privileges and land ownership for peasants 
are decided 
- Use voting cards, two urns, separate the estates, etc. 
 
Phase 6. Vote Counting (preferably very short) 
- After the Third Vote the votes are counted 
- Players await the results in the Tennis Court, try not to keep them waiting too long; 
best to have more than one Game Master, perhaps one to entertain players with a story 
of impatient crowds in the streets of Paris, awaiting the results, etc. 
- In the voting room Commoners' urn is opened; a notion passes in this estate if the 
majority of votes in the urn supported it 



- Clergy and Nobility's urn is opened; a notion passes among the two estates if the 
majority of votes in the urn supported it 
- Compare the results from both urns 
- If in most cases Clergy and Nobility agreed with Commoners, a Constitution will be 
written and the Revolution is avoided 
- In any other case (disagreement), the Revolution will break out 
 
Phase 7. The Finale 
- Any player whose character was on the Investigators' list is discreetly arrested (let 
them stay in the Tennis Court, but keep them separated and under Investigators' and 
Game Master's guard) 
- Game Master announces the results of the votes, issue after issue, to finally reveal 
whether or not the estates agreed and if the Revolution started 
- If Investigators managed to arrest at least 3 Conspirators, the conspiracy is revealed 
- If at least 3 Conspirators are free, the bomb is detonated (play a sound if possible, make 
ramble with chairs if available, etc.) and then explain the conspiracy 
 
Note. For a truly Grand Finale, if a computer and a projector are available, consider 
playing the karaoke version of 'Do You Hear the People Sing' song from the musical Les 
Misérables and encourage everyone to sing along. 
 





































Marquis de 
Condorcet

Baron Malouet

Cardinal Maury

Archbishop 
de Puységur

Marquis de 
Saint-Maurice

Deputy PrieurDeputy Thouret

Councillor de 
Beaumetz

Deputy Bergasse

Marquis de 
Lafayette

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / as

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / asKnown for / as

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / as

progressive stance traditionalism

religious zeal

social sensitivity Calvinist politician

Gallantryopposed to clergy

judiciary talent rationality

hero of American Revolution



Deputy de La 
Chapelle

Deputy Guillotin

Deputy Vadier

Deputy Roederer Deputy du Pont

Count de 
Mirabeu

Duke de Biron

Cardinal de La 
Fare

Deputy de Saint-
Étienne

Deputy Mounier

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / as

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / asKnown for / as

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / as

resolute lawyer opposed to death penalty

opposed to aristocracy

Adam Smith's follower conservative economist

scandalous naturehero of American Revolution

judgemental nature religious activism

hero of American Revolution



Deputy Saliceti Deputy Bailly

Father Delfaud

Cardinal de Cucé Deputy 
Robespierre

Father GerleComte de Clermont-
Tonnerre

Deputy Barère Deputy Rewbell

Father de 
Montesquiou

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / as

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / asKnown for / as

Known for / as Known for / as

Known for / as

conservative worldview scientific mind

Catholic devotion

practical mind dogmatic attitude

mystical beliefsaristocratic aura

constitution enthusiast hard-shelled attitude

uncompromising attitude
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Vote I
1. Freedom of speech
2. Freedom of religion

Vote II
3. Authority comes from God

4. Separation of powers

Vote III
5. Equality for women

6. Abolition of privilages
7. Land ownership for peasants

IV Reading of the new constitution

ORDER OF VOTING



Vote I
1. Freedom of speech
2. Freedom of religion

Vote II
3. Authority comes from God

4. Separation of powers

Vote III
5. Equality for women

6. Abolition of privilages
7. Land ownership for peasants




